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1 of 1 review helpful Delightful erotic stories By Book Her I very much enjoy short stories and I read many of them 
these were delightful The style in which each story is written here is so pleasantly familiar to the original author s 
work that it s is seductive enough excluding the content to be enticing Add the eroticism to the content and the stories 
feel complete more so than I d felt they were before Truthfully While on summer holiday Mina notices her friend Lucy 
is beginning to act strangely expressing sensuous appetites considered shocking in late Victorian England Mina soon 
learns the cause recurring dreams of a sinister man ravishing Lucy in her sleep But when Mina experiences these 
dreams too and her own forbidden desires awaken the women embark on an adventure of pleasure together mdash not 
realizing that their nocturnal seducer is Count Dracula the Prince of About the Author Born and raised in Minnesota 
Divalle Curie lives in a little village in Wisconsin where he devotes most of his spare time to reading and writing He 
graduated summa cum laude from University of St Thomas with a double major in History 
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